Allied troops withdrew from Parit Sulong on 22 January 1942. This painting depicts a group of battle-worn and wounded soldiers, making
their way through the Malayan jungle towards Yong Peng.
MURRAY GRIFFIN, WITHDRAWAL FROM PARIT SULONG, 1946, OIL ON HARDBOARD, 93.5
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THE POINT OF PILGRIMAGE
Parit Sulong 2007
Heather McRae
This article is a reflection about battlefield pilgrimages, with particular reference to a 2007 tour of
Singapore and Malaysia by families of the author’s father’s World War II battalion. The main object of
this tour was to attend a service for the dedication of a memorial to the soldiers who risked their lives,
fought and died defending Singapore against the advancing Japanese troops in January 1942.
The group visited sites in Singapore and Malaysia, and some of the group continued on to Thailand
where members of the battalion laboured as prisoners of war on the Burma–Thailand railway. The
article explores the value of pilgrimages: for the participants personally, for the veteran community and
its ‘extended family’, and as a means of increasing historical knowledge and understanding.
In September 2007, I set off on a journey to Parit
Sulong in Malaysia, a place I had only recently heard
of. The occasion was the dedication of an Australian
memorial commemorating the Battle of Muar and
its aftermath during World War II. Our tour group
comprised descendants and relatives of soldiers
who served with the 2/29 th Battalion AIF, defending
Singapore against the Japanese advance in 1942. This
trip – which we came to regard as a pilgrimage – has
had a lasting impact on my life. Since returning home I
have sought to identify what I gained as a person, and
what I learnt as an historian. In the following article, I
will outline the history of the Battle of Muar, describe
the commemorations in which I took part, and then
consider the outcomes of this pilgrimage. I will also
revisit my memories of a backpackers’ tour to Turkey in
1990 for the 75th anniversary of the Gallipoli landings.
Both these journeys, though different in character,
affirm for me the value of battlefield pilgrimages.
While pilgrimage holds personal meaning for the
participants, the experience can also contribute to
the process of enlarging our historical knowledge and
understanding.
The story of Parit Sulong makes grim reading. It
is part of the larger history of the Malayan campaign,
which began with the Japanese attack at Kota Bharu in
north-east Malaya, on 8 December 1941. On 16 January
1942, Japanese forces overran the 45th Indian Brigade
and a support battery of the 2/15th Field Regiment at
the town of Muar on the south-west coast of Malaya.
When the men of the 2/29th Battalion AIF, accompanied
by a troop of the 4th Anti-Tank Regiment, took up
positions out of Bakri on Saturday 17 January ready to
counter this attack, neither they nor their commanders
understood the magnitude of the force approaching
them down the Muar road. Muar had been taken by
the elite Japanese Imperial Guards Division. The Indian
and Australian units were unprepared for their fierce

strength, air support and the tactics they employed to
powerful effect in the Malayan jungles.
For the 2/29th Battalion, fighting along the Muar road
began on the evening of 17 January. The battalion held
its ground and opposed the Japanese advance during
increasingly intense combat. The 2/19th Battalion arrived
at Bakri on 18 January to provide support. However, they
were soon engaged in fighting in their immediate vicinity
and were ultimately prevented from joining the 2/29th
Battalion in an anticipated offensive. With the Japanese
isolating the 2/29th out on the Muar road, late on 19

Our pilgrimage was charged
with emotional significance. The
ceremonies of remembrance – both
formal and familiar to us – heightened
the atmosphere.
January the battalion was ordered to fight its way back
towards Bakri.
Encircled by the enemy and cut off at roadblocks,
groups of 2/29th men became separated from the main
force and made their own way to safety through jungle
and swamps. Those that reached Bakri joined a column
of Indian and Australian troops, led by Lieutenant Colonel
Charles Anderson of the 2/19th Battalion, in a fighting retreat
to Parit Sulong. They arrived at Parit Sulong on 21 January,
only to find the bridge across the river in Japanese hands.
On 22 January, unable to regain the village and bridge,
Anderson ordered a withdrawal across rivers, swamps and
steep jungle terrain, aiming for Yong Peng. Anderson was
awarded the Victoria Cross for his leadership.
About 150 seriously wounded Australians and
Indians were left behind at Parit Sulong, in the belief that
they would be treated humanely. Instead, their captors
mistreated them and denied them water and medical
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Map showing where the Japanese first landed on the Malay peninsula at Kota Bharu on 8 December 1941, and the area in southwest Malaya where the 2/29th Battalion AIF saw action in January 1942.
FROM JOHN LACK (ED.), NO LOST BATTALION, P. 72. COURTESY JOHN LACK AND 2/29TH BATTALION AIF ASSOCIATION
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attention. Late in the afternoon, tied together with rope
and wire, the prisoners were machine-gunned, doused
with petrol and set on fire. Lieutenant Ben Hackney of
the 2/29th Battalion was one of three known survivors.
His evidence was later provided to the war crimes trial
of Lieutenant General Takuma Nishimura, commander of
the Imperial Guards Division.
The Australians who found their way back to Allied
lines took part in the battle for Singapore. Their subsequent
years of suffering as prisoners of war are well known.
Nevertheless, these units wish to be remembered not
only as victims of Japanese brutality but also as a fighting
force. During a week of fighting in Malaya in 1942, despite
heavy casualties, they held up the enemy advance, thus
protecting the withdrawal of other Allied troops to Yong
Peng and beyond. Regarding the Battle of Muar, the official
history of Australia in the war of 1939–1945 concludes
that ‘by their stand at Bakri and by their dogged struggle
along the road to Parit Sulong, the force imposed delay
on the Japanese advance which was of vital importance
at the time’.1
Lynette Ramsay Silver examines the massacre at
Parit Sulong and the events surrounding it in forensic
detail in her book The Bridge at Parit Sulong.2 Lynette
Silver first proposed a memorial at Parit Sulong in 1997,
but it took 10 years for this project to come to fruition.3
The resulting memorial, situated in the community park

near the river, pays tribute to ‘all those who fought, died
and risked their lives at Muar, Bakri and Parit Sulong,
January 1942’. Two interpretive panels nearby describe
the battle and its aftermath. Lynette Silver was a guest
at the dedication of the memorial.
The Australian Government sponsored a tour to
Parit Sulong for the memorial service and offered
places to veterans of the various units that served in
the Battle of Muar and their widows. This group visited
sites in Singapore and Malaysia, and participated in
the ceremony on 4 September 2007. However, no
ex-servicemen or widows of the 2/29th Battalion felt
able to take up this invitation, given their advancing
age, health concerns and the demands of the journey.
To enable younger generations to attend the ceremony,
our tour of family members was organised independently by Doug Ogden, whose father Jake died as a
prisoner of war on the Burma-Thailand railway.
My father fought in the Battle of Muar with the
2/29th Battalion and survived his time as a prisoner
of war in Singapore and Japan. Although Parit Sulong
was never mentioned in our household, Muar has been
a part of my vocabulary for years. My brother and I
grew up attending pilgrimages to Melbourne’s Shrine
of Remembrance every January, commemorating the
date the battalion went into battle. Dad’s mate Bob
Christie is Secretary of the Battalion Association and

Members of the 4th Anti-Tank Regiment in action during the Battle of Muar, 18 January 1942.
AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL NEGATIVE NUMBER 068592
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keeper of its records and memory. After dad’s death,
we gathered to remember a father and an uncle of
we remained in contact with Bob and his family. Bob’s
members of our group, who joined Chinese guerrilla
daughter, son and daughter-in-law were members of
forces and disappeared in the Malayan jungle. Doug
our tour group. Historian John Lack, whose father Jack
read passages from A Fearful Freedom, describing
served with the 2/29th Battalion, also joined us. Together
the difficulties and illness faced by these men behind
with a class of his students, John wrote the recently
the lines.5 At both these ceremonies, members of our
party read the Ode of Remembrance and Doug played
published oral history No Lost Battalion, a complement
a recording of the Last Post. I returned to Melbourne
to the official history of the battalion published 20 years
after the first leg of the journey, but most of the
earlier.4 Our tour group ranged from sons who lost their
fathers during the war to our youngest member Kerry,
group continued on to Thailand, where they visited
granddaughter of Corporal Stanley Barker.
Kanchanaburi cemetery and sites along the BurmaDoug Ogden had previously undertaken his own
Thailand railway.
pilgrimages to this region and wanted to make the
Our pilgrimage was charged with emotional signifiexperience meaningful for us. The day before the
cance. The ceremonies of remembrance – both formal
dedication of the memorial, we toured Singapore with
and familiar to us – heightened the atmosphere. The
our local guide Lawrence Hoe. The Kranji cemetery,
presence of the veteran party and their readings at
Selarang Barracks and Changi Museum were focal
Parit Sulong touched us too. I remember having a
points. We spent a full day in Malaysia on 4 September,
similar response to the Anzac veterans at the Gallipoli
beginning with an early morning start for the bus
ceremonies, who thanked us for attending. In Malaysia,
trip to Parit Sulong. Kerry laid a floral
though, as the child of a World War II
tribute on behalf of the 2/29th Battalion
soldier, I was primed to respond to the
Even if we wear our
Association during the official service,
experience. Gary Simmons likens his
fathers’ medals, we
and sprays of orchids were on hand for
anticipation of the journey to that of ‘a
cannot walk in their
relatives and others to place on the
youngster’ who lay awake ‘counting the
memorial.
moments to the “big day”’.6 Our family
shoes.
and personal histories had brought us to
During the afternoon, our group held
this place.
its own ceremonies. Beside the Muar
The motivation and value of pilgrimage is, first of all,
road, Janella Christie read out the names and details
personal. For those of us who have attended funerals and
of each of the men we represented, as we stood in
burials of loved ones, it is hard to imagine the feelings
a circle clutching gum leaves and miniature Australian
of Edward Burton, who knelt by his father’s grave for the
flags. Later in the day, our bus stopped near Kulai, and

Gary Simmons standing at the site of Hintock Station on the Burma-Thailand railway line, preparing to make the trek to Hellfire
Pass, September 2007. PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY GARY SIMMONS
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first time in Singapore in September 2007, or of Colin
Stiles, for whom the group later held a ceremony near
the spot where his father died in Thailand. These men
both spoke movingly about the pilgrimage at one of the
Shrine’s series of public talks the following year, ‘Children
of soldiers: a pilgrimage of love’. Media reports have
highlighted the importance of ‘closure’ in connection with
the recent discovery of remains of Australian soldiers at
the World War I battlefield of Fromelles and the location
of the wreck of HMAS Sydney, sunk in 1941. Perhaps by
walking in the footsteps of their fathers, approaching the
places where they died and locating their graves, people
like Col and Ed are able to piece together family histories
and find ways to mourn. All of us came nearer to understanding our relatives’ experiences. One or two of our
party felt so close to their fathers that they sensed their
presence on the streets of Singapore. Gary experienced
a ‘poignant’ moment standing alone in Hellfire Pass in
Thailand, when ‘a cold breeze blew past me … just for a
second. No one else felt this breeze.’7
Another feature of the trip was the closeness that
grew among our group. In one of his emails beforehand, Doug Ogden anticipated that we would ‘have
a sometimes sad but overall very memorable and
satisfying journey. To share these experiences with a
common bond and to be able to support each other
will give us all great pleasure.’8 When I arrived at
Tullamarine airport I knew only four or five of the group,
but our connection with the 2/29th gave us a common
ground so that conversations soon moved beyond the
usual introductions. As the tour progressed, we shed

tears and men hugged one another. There was also a
great deal of humour and camaraderie. Historian Greg
Dening, who accompanied his university students to
Melbourne’s Anzac Day commemorations over many
years, concluded that:
In the end we found not much ideology or nationalism
in Anzac Day, unless one listened to the speeches.
And we felt, altogether, that the speeches were the
last thing to be heard. Compassion was another
thing. We found much compassion. 9

At Parit Sulong, we found compassion for our
fathers, their mates, and one another.
We were also conscious that we were representing
our families and the battalion. After our day in Malaysia,
we did not get back to our hotel in Singapore until after
8 o’clock in the evening. Given the time difference, I
waited until the following morning to telephone my
mother in Australia at a reasonable hour. However, while
many of us gathered in the food court across the road
for a late supper, Janella Christie headed to the internet
cafe to email news of the day’s events to family in
Melbourne. We shared our stories with the battalion and
wider audiences on our return, and since the tour our
sense of connection has drawn many of us to battalion
reunions, the January pilgrimages and the Anzac Day
march. During the years following the war, reunions
were events exclusively for ex-servicemen but in recent
decades, the battalion has extended invitations to wives
and descendants. Members of the association now
commonly refer to the 2/29th ‘family’.
For those who have not heard their
fathers’ and grandfathers’ wartime
memories first-hand, the opportunity
to meet men like Bob Christie, with
his encyclopaedic knowledge of the
battalion, can be invaluable. In turn, the
involvement of younger generations
has become necessary to support the
ongoing administration of the Battalion
Association, preserve its history and
uphold its memory.
Bruce Scates, in his book about
the historical experience of pilgrimage,
Return to Gallipoli, sets out ‘the classic
elements of pilgrimage: a quest to
recover a part of oneself, an ordeal
that traverses time and landscape,
catharsis at the grave and/or site and
a bonding with fellow pilgrims.’ These
observations resonate with our
experience of the value of pilgrimage
for each of us and for our group. Bruce
Scates also describes pilgrimage as ‘an
Colin Stiles, Jack Baker, Heather McRae and Brenda Hodge laying floral tributes at the
encounter with history’.10 Pilgrimage
Parit Sulong memorial, 4 September 2007. PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY MARG HOGAN
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can be a source of historical understanding. On the
beach at Anzac Cove at dawn in 1990, the sight of a
ship anchored offshore and the silhouette of a Turkish
soldier watching the proceedings from a vantage point
on the steep cliffs focussed my mind on the events of
75 years before. Touring through Malaysia, we learnt
about the strategic importance of roads, rivers and
bridges in the battles of 1942. In Thailand, many of our
group trekked along sections of the Burma-Thailand
railway. By all accounts, the environment affected them
both physically and emotionally. As military historian
Peter Stanley argues:
Feeling the enervating humidity of Thailand – and
wondering how on earth half-starved prisoners could
labour on that bloody railway – is exactly why you
should go to Hellfire Pass.11
However, there are limits to what the landscape
can tell us. Economic historian R.H. Tawney is said to
have called upon historians to don stout boots. Peter
Stanley, in his recent battlefields guide A Stout Pair of
Boots, advises us to ‘look upon the battlefield with the
eyes of a military historian, asking questions and finding
answers in the ground’.12 I first heard of Tawney’s
words as a student of Public History embarking on field
trips to country Victoria. My experience in Singapore
and Malaysia highlighted the interplay between
documentary and oral sources and historic sites. It also
suggested to me that, sometimes, the ground will not
provide satisfactory answers. Walking along the roadside

near Bakri in my uncomfortable new shoes, I found it
difficult to picture the 2/29th in their trenches. Nor did
I see my father as Bob Christie recalls him, ‘standing
against a rubber tree, shooting with a rifle, a cigarette
in his mouth, his tin hat at an angle’.13 The jungles of
Malaysia lack the iconic and distinctive features of the
Anzac Cove headlands. Our group could not tell how
much the surroundings might have changed since the
1940s – although we all agreed that the battalion might
have seen the old villa with the date 1934 over its
entrance. Doug was armed with a sketch map from Bob
Christie, but it was not until Lynette Silver happened
upon our gathering by the Muar road that we found out
we had misjudged our location.
Although we had difficulty interpreting the battlefields, our awareness of what took place there informed
our experience of the pilgrimage. Peter Stanley says,
‘you feel these emotions only because of the knowledge
you bring to an historical site’.14 Setting foot on the
ground where our fathers fought, suffered and died was
significant to us. The solemnity of the occasion and the
excitement of being there also had the effect of making
us keen to know more. We welcomed Lynette Silver’s
impromptu roadside lecture and the commentaries of
our guides. In terms of background research, we were
variously prepared for this tour. A number of the group
tested the luggage limit, bringing copies of the 2/29th
Battalion histories and Lynette Silver’s book along with
them. I had made a start before the trip, but on my
return to Melbourne, I resumed my reading with fresh
enthusiasm, studying the maps and tracing the strands of

The memorial at Parit Sulong, covered with flowers following the dedication service on 4 September 2007.
OFFICE OF AUSTRALIAN WAR GRAVES
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the history. Already there is talk of a second tour, to cover
historians, tourists and school groups, with young backmore of the ground. The knowledge that pilgrims bring to
packers regularly a prominent presence.
a site makes the experience of pilgrimage special, which
The range of participants drawn to Anzac Day
in turn inspires them to pursue the story further. In this
services both in Australia and overseas demonstrates
way, pilgrimage becomes part of a continuing process of
the current reach of the Anzac tradition. Politicians
historical enquiry.
of various persuasions have appealed to the Anzac
Members of our tour group in Turkey
legend, and historians and activists
in 1990 were similarly inspired by an
have examined and challenged it.
The ceremonies,
‘encounter with history’. The morning
Ken Inglis has charted Australians’
the landscape,
after Anzac Day, we toured the battleobservance of Anzac Day, remarking
the numerous graves
fields and cemeteries of the Gallipoli
on the turn of events in 1990 when
peninsula. At one of the cemeteries,
‘thousands of young people with
and the youth of the
someone got hold of an armful of longbackpacks contributed to the largest
dead impress people
stemmed red flowers in cellophane
gathering at Anzac Cove since 1915’.15
of
all
ages.
He attributes the ‘resurgence’ of the
wrappers. One of my photographs from
Anzac tradition partly to the time
the trip shows young men walking back
that had elapsed since Australia’s involvement in an
and forth along the rows of graves, determined to mark
overseas war, allowing young people to approach
as many as possible with flowers. I also remember an
commemoration ‘in a frame of mind not available to
attempt by some of the party to defect from our tour
earlier generations’.16 Since 1990, Australian forces
and join a scholarly battlefields lecture group. They were
have again embarked overseas and Ken Inglis has
willing to forgo a visit to the ancient ruins of Troy in order
listened to government and military leaders draw a
to learn more about this place that had awakened their
‘line from Anzac Cove to Iraq’.17 Marilyn Lake, among
sympathies and historical interest.
others, has questioned the equation of manhood with
Our ‘Top Deck’ tour to Turkey had not been billed as
nationhood implicit in the Anzac narrative of the birth of
a pilgrimage. The audience at Parit Sulong was probably
the Australian nation at Gallipoli. She recently argued
more united in mood and purpose than the visitors that
that the Anzac myth, with government backing, ‘looms
descend on the Gallipoli peninsula each April. The early
larger than ever in Australian historical memory’, overpilgrimages of grieving relatives and former soldiers
shadowing other significant aspects of our country’s
returning to the Gallipoli battlefields after World War I
history and character.18
contrast with the televised spectacles of recent decades.
While large numbers of Australians continue to
Today’s crowds include descendants of Anzacs, military

Several generations of the 2/29th Battalion ‘family’ marching on Anzac Day, 2008. The experience of the pilgrimage to Parit Sulong
encouraged greater involvement of younger members in the Battalion Association and its activities. PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY COLIN HARVEY
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recognise the national status of Anzac Day and flock to
commemorative events, the meanings they find there
do not neatly align with political rhetoric, academic
argument or media stereotype. Young Australians
abroad lay claim to Gallipoli as a travel destination
and treat Anzac Day as a date to gather with people
from home. The rowdy behaviour of some young
travellers in Turkey exhibits an unreflecting celebration
of Australia. However, accounts from the participants
themselves suggest that many are also moved by
their experiences.19 Bruce Scates points out that the
distinctions between travel, tourism and pilgrimage are
often not clear.20 While Anzac Day is a social stop on
the backpackers’ circuit, young Australians and New
Zealanders are often eager to find ancestors’ graves
and explore the terrain and the history of the peninsula.
The ceremonies, the landscape, the numerous graves
and the youth of the dead impress people of all ages.
Like those who tour the vast cemeteries of France and
Belgium, visitors to the Gallipoli peninsula are likely
to depart better informed about the battles of World
War I and their human cost. As my own recollections
suggest, the responses can be surprising.
A battlefields tour can provide insights beyond the
wartime history of one battalion or even one nation.
During our 2007 tour, museum displays and our guides’
commentaries drew our attention to the histories of
the countries we visited and their experiences under
Japanese occupation. Many ex-servicemen retained
strong memories of instances of kindness and
courage shown by local people who helped them in the

Malayan jungles and in captivity. As an expression of
gratitude, members of the 8th Division AIF – including
ex-servicemen of the 2/29th Battalion – later supported
scholarships for the training of nurses from Malaysia
and Singapore in Australia. Tours of the Gallipoli
peninsula include visits to Turkish memorials as well
as monuments to the Australians, New Zealanders,
British, Indians, French and others who fought and
died there. Friendliness now characterises interactions
between descendants of the Turkish soldiers and the
troops who landed on their shores in 1915.
The closest we came to visiting a Japanese memorial in 2007 was a short stop at a steep hill in the
Bukit Batok area of Singapore. A monument to the Japanese war dead was built here with prisoner-of-war
labour in 1942. The Japanese allowed the prisoners
to construct their own memorial behind the Japanese
one. Sadly, both monuments were destroyed at the
end of the war. A plaque at the foot of the hill now tells
the history of the site. Relations between Australians
and their former enemies the Japanese are not always
easy or relaxed. On the contrary, many ex-servicemen
harboured a distrust of the Japanese, and sometimes
bitterness was transmitted through generations. Doug
Ogden recalls that his first visit to Thailand led him to
examine a long-held hatred when he saw two Japanese
young people on the station platform at Kanchanaburi:
I was going to hit one of them. I really was going to clock
one. And the anger was welling up and I’m clenching
my fist I’m going to hit him. And then something said,

The Parit Sulong memorial, showing the inscription in English and Malay. OFFICE OF AUSTRALIAN WAR GRAVES
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‘Stop. He wasn’t even born.’ So I walked away. But
it stayed with me nearly 60 years.21
Doug’s account shows that the stories of World War
II are part of a continuing history. Bereaved families
experienced an enduring grief. Some children never
got to know their fathers. Returned servicemen and
women had to negotiate homecomings and adjust to
domestic and working life in a changing world. Many
raised families and became active members of their
communities, while coping with injuries, illness and
debilitation. Some were reluctant to discuss details of
their wartime experiences for many decades, except
perhaps at reunions. These days, World War II veterans
are in regular demand for interviews. They share
memories of their ordeals as soldiers and comment
on the influence of the war in their lives. Historians
have also begun to interview families of soldiers.
Janette Bomford has explored the difficulties faced
by former prisoners of war and their families after
World War II, noting the long-term health effects of the
years of captivity. However, she also points out that
many returned men, often with the support of loved
ones, managed to readjust and ‘relished life’.22 Our
pilgrimage provided an opportunity for members of
our group to recall and compare our own experiences
as relatives of soldiers and prisoners of war. During
our pilgrimage and afterwards, our group reflected on

our family memories, our shared history and our own
continuing life journeys.
Even if we wear our fathers’ medals, we cannot walk
in their shoes. However, we can reach a closer appreciation of their experiences and values. We can also begin
to see how our world has been shaped by the lives of
servicemen and women and the gaps left by those who
did not return. Like many pilgrims before us, our group
found personal enrichment, friendship and a sense of
history in Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand. We returned
home ‘exhausted but renewed by the experience’23 to
continue our lives, reflect and remember.
If we wish to understand our wartime history and
its legacies, we ought not forget.
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